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Summary
Objectives—Although postmastectomy radiation therapy (PMRT) has been shown to reduce
breast cancer burden and improve survival, PMRT may negatively influence outcomes after
reconstruction. The goal of this study was to compare current opinions of plastic and
reconstructive surgeons (PRS) and surgical oncologists (SO) regarding the optimal timing of
breast reconstruction for patients requiring PMRT.
Methods—Members of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS), the American Society
of Breast Surgeons (ASBS), and the Society of Surgical Oncology (SSO) were asked to participate
in an anonymous web-based survey. Responses were solicited in accordance to the Dillman
method, and they were analyzed using standard descriptive statistics.
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Results—A total of 330 members of the ASPS and 348 members of the ASBS and SSO
participated in our survey. PRS and SO differed in patient–payor mix (p < 0.01) and practice
setting (p < 0.01), but they did not differ by urban versus rural setting (p = 0.65) or geographic
location (p = 0.30). Although PRS favored immediate reconstruction versus SO, overall timing did
not significantly differ between the two specialists (p = 0.14). The primary rationale behind
delayed breast reconstruction differed significantly between PRS and SO (p < 0.01), with more
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PRS believing that the reconstructive outcome is significantly and adversely affected by radiation.
Both PRS and SO cited “patient-driven desire to have immediate reconstruction” (p = 0.86) as the
primary motivation for immediate reconstruction.
Conclusions—Although the optimal timing of reconstruction is controversial between PRS and
SO, our study suggests that the timing of reconstruction in PMRT patients is ultimately driven by
patient preferences and the desire of PRS to optimize aesthetic outcomes.
Keywords
Postmastectomy radiation therapy; Breast reconstruction; Immediate breast reconstruction;
Delayed breast reconstruction; Delayed–immediate breast reconstruction; Current practices
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The integration of cross-disciplinary interventions from surgical oncology, reconstructive
surgery, and radiation therapy has improved outcomes and quality of life for patients with
locally invasive breast cancer. Although these interventions have improved survival, the
optimal timing of breast reconstruction in relation to postmastectomy radiation therapy
(PMRT) remains a controversial topic between plastic and reconstructive surgeons (PRS)
and surgical oncologists (SO). For example, many patients require radiation following
mastectomy, an intervention referred to as PMRT.1–4 Although breast reconstruction is an
essential part of patient care, it also has the potential to complicate further cancer treatment.
Conversely, radiation therapy may compromise the overall aesthetic outcome and patient
satisfaction with the repair.
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Three options exist for breast reconstruction. “Immediate” breast reconstruction may be
performed following the mastectomy under the same course of anesthesia. “Delayed” breast
reconstruction is performed at a later time as a separate operation. “Delayed–immediate
breast reconstruction,” described subsequently, is a two-step procedure that stakes a claim to
the middle ground between the immediate and delayed methods.2,4 In all methods, a
subsequent, smaller touch-up procedure is typically employed some months after the first
reconstructive operation.
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Each method offers distinct advantages and disadvantages. Immediate breast reconstruction
yields superior short-term aesthetic, psychosocial, and quality of life results compared with
delayed reconstruction.2,5 Immediate reconstruction only involves a single initial operation,
a shorter period of hospitalization, and a lower overall cost.2,6–9 Some studies suggest that
all patients should pursue immediate reconstruction following mastectomy on account of the
psychosocial benefits, regardless of age or associated comorbidities.10–12
Immediate reconstruction is widely preferred if PMRT is not anticipated. However, in some
cases, the need for PMRT cannot be reliably determined until review of the permanent tissue
sections. Some authors note a slight increase in complications such as increased
susceptibility to infection, decreased wound-healing capacity, tissue fibrosis, shrinkage, and
decreased elasticity in immediate reconstruction.13–17 It has also been associated with a
higher rate of late complications compared with delayed reconstruction. In addition,
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immediate reconstruction may possibly increase the amount of radiation needed for effective
radiotherapy, and theoretically it may increase the radiation dose to the heart and lungs.18
Delayed breast reconstruction avoids these disadvantages, and it may be preferable for
patients who will require PMRT (i.e., patients with stage III+ breast cancer). However,
delayed reconstruction results in neither superior oncological outcomes nor improved
technical feasibility compared with immediate reconstruction.19–21 In addition, while several
studies have reported complications secondary to radiotherapy in the setting of immediate
breast reconstruction, there is a lack of firm consensus in the literature.22,23
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Some authors advocate a middle ground in the form of delayed–immediate reconstruction, a
two-stage method combining elements of both other methods. Delayed–immediate
reconstruction optimizes reconstruction in patients who may require postoperative
PMRT.24–26 A skin-sparing mastectomy is performed, and a tissue expander is placed to
prevent the skin envelope from shrinking down and becoming irreversibly contracted and
scarred. If needed, PMRT is administered with the tissue expander in place, thus sparing the
anticipated autologous reconstruction from radiation damage. The expander is then replaced
with autologous tissue at a second stage. This method allows patients who do not require
PMRT to receive the benefits of skin-sparing mastectomy with aesthetic outcomes similar to
those of immediate reconstruction. However, patients who do require PMRT receive a skinpreserving delayed reconstruction, which effectively imports a large mass of healthy
unirradiated autologous tissue to augment the blood supply of native radiation-damaged
breast skin. This helps mitigate the aesthetic complications that can occur after immediate
breast reconstruction followed by PMRT.
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Currently, the optimal timing of reconstruction and PMRT in the treatment of breast cancer
remains a controversial topic, with different viewpoints from each type of specialist.26,27 As
stated, the goal of this study is to assess and compare the opinions of PRS and SO on this
topic.

Methods
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Members of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS), the American Society of
Breast Surgeons (ASBS), and the Society of Surgical Oncology (SSO) were invited to
participate in an anonymous, web-based survey of their preferred timing and method of
breast reconstruction in patients who will receive PMRT. Responses were systematically
solicited in a manner consistent with the total design method as outlined by D.A. Dillman.28
In this regard, participants were surveyed in the contexts of geographical location, patient–
payor mix, and practice setting.
Statistical analysis was performed in Statistical Analysis System (SAS) Version 9.3 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Standard descriptive statistics were used to determine the
distribution of each question. Practice profiles including patient–payor mix, geographic
location, and type of practice setting were summarized using descriptive statistics.
Frequencies and percentages were calculated. Chisquared and Cochran–Armitage Trend
tests were used to investigate differences between PRS and SO.
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Results
A total of 330 ASPS and 348 combined members of the ASBS and SSO participated in the
survey. The respondents represented all four major geographic distributions within the
United States, with most PRS practicing in the West (27.9%) and most SO practicing in the
Northeast (28.7%).
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With regard to practice setting, respondents predominantly represented private practice
(75.5% of PRS and 52.3% of SO) followed by university/teaching hospitals (22.4% of PRS
and 32.0% of SO) (Figure 1). The type of practice setting significantly differed among PRS
and SO (p < 0.01) as did patient–payor mix between the two specialists (p < 0.01). A
significantly greater portion of SO practiced in specialized cancer centers versus PRS
(15.7% vs. 2.1%), whereas more PRS than SO were in private practice (75.5% vs. 52.3%)
(Figure 1). However, SO and PRS did not significantly differ by urban versus rural setting (p
= 0.65) or geographic location (p = 0.30).
With respect to patient–payor mix, a larger proportion of the PRS patient population was
self-pay (6.4% vs. 0.6%), whereas a larger proportion of the SO patient population had
Medicare (11.8% vs. 4.3%) (Figure 2).
PRS and SO did not significantly differ in the overall types or timing of reconstruction
offered to their patients; both groups offered similar types of autologous- and prostheticbased reconstructions, and both groups performed mostly immediate reconstructions (p =
0.14). It should be noted, however, that among the various repair types, the SO were
significantly more likely to refer patients for DIEP/superficial inferior epigastric artery
(SIEA) flaps as opposed to PRS (p < 0.0001) (Figure 3).
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By contrast, in the setting of PMRT and immediate reconstruction, PRS and SO had
significant differences. SO tended to prefer tissue expanders/implants more than PRS did
(52.6% vs. 39.5%; p < 0.01), whereas PRS favored pedicled TRAM flaps more than SO did
(17.6% vs. 11.4%; p < 0.01) (Figure 3a).
The majority of both PRS and SO indicated that 75% or more of their overall breast
reconstructions are immediate (Figure 3b).
Although both groups performed mostly immediate reconstructions, the vast majority of
both PRS and SO preferred delayed or delayed–immediate reconstruction in patients
undergoing reconstruction and requiring PMRT (Figure 3c).
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In the small percentage of cases where immediate breast reconstruction was performed when
PMRT was planned, >65% of both PRS and SO cited patient preference as the most
common reason for performing immediate reconstruction. The opinion of the SO was the
one significant difference between the respondent groups in this area (Figure 3d).
Interestingly, a minority of PRS (19%) and SO (23%) believed that the reconstructive
outcome is not affected by radiation therapy. However, in the setting of delayed
reconstruction, the most common rationale cited for delaying the repair by PRS was that the
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reconstructive outcome is significantly and adversely affected by radiation (79%) (Figure 4).
The majority of SO respondents chose delayed reconstruction because of the opinion of the
PRS performing the surgery (63%; p < 0.01). For patients receiving a delayed–immediate
repair, PRS and SO did not disagree on patient preference as a driving reason behind the
timing of the procedure (p = 0.93), but disagreed on the underlying rationale for this
modality.
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Although minor variation existed between groups, our study found that most surgeons in
both groups prefer to wait for 6–9 months before performing a second procedure after
PMRT is given, presumably to give the irradiated soft-tissue envelope sufficient time to heal
before another surgery. However, the groups differed on the sequence of expansion in the
context of temporary expanders (p < 0.01). The vast majority of PRS preferred complete
expansion first followed by radiation treatment (60.7%). By contrast, SO did not strongly
prefer a particular option for handling the temporary tissue expansion.
Because practice setting and payor mix may impact treatment decisions, we conducted
further analysis based upon these two variables.29 We ultimately found that PRS and SO in
private practice do not choose different repair modalities than PRS and SO in specialized
cancer centers and university/teaching hospitals (p = 0.23). However, we found that the
patient–payor mix correlates with the chosen repair modality (p < 0.01). Patients with
private insurance tended to have immediate reconstruction (77.78%), whereas patients with
self-pay or Medicaid were more likely to have delayed reconstruction (Figure 5).

Discussion
Author Manuscript

We found that the SO and PRS preferences did not significantly differ by urban versus rural
location (P = 0.65) or by geography (P = 0.30). These data suggest that the survey
respondents represent institutions from larger cities spread evenly throughout the United
States.
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We found statistically significant demographic differences between SO and PRS with regard
to patient–payor mix (P < 0.01) and the type of practice setting (P < 0.01). This may be due
to the fact that patients who visit PRS for aesthetic and elective procedures may also opt to
visit their same surgeon for a postmastectomy reconstruction. Furthermore, it is likely that
SO may be more represented in academic or in university settings and specialized cancer
centers. This might skew responses where reported practices reflect the standard of care at a
multidisciplinary cancer center where we would naturally expect an intrinsically higher level
of consensus between SO and PRS rather than the specific individual preferences of a
subspecialty. This nuance could be investigated by studying how preferences in patient
management differ from center to center.
In addition, there was a significantly higher proportion of SO who offered DIEP/SIEA flaps
as part of their overall care regimen when compared with PRS. Once again, this may be in
part explained by the fact that more SO in this study represented academic or university
settings and specialized cancer centers. It is well established that DIEP/SIEA flaps are more
technically demanding, and therefore they require significantly more advanced training. This
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observation may be in part explained by the fact that specialized academic or cancer centers
are more likely to have available sophisticated facilities and plastic surgeons with advanced
fellowships and microsurgical training.
The overall timing preferences for breast reconstruction did not differ between PRS and SO
(p = 0.14). In general, patients of surveyed SO were significantly more likely to have
immediate, rather than delayed breast reconstruction. Again, this may be due to the
increased availability of plastic surgeons at the larger institutions of the surveyed SO
respondents.
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For patients undergoing autologous reconstruction and requiring PMRT, both PRS and SO
overwhelmingly favored delayed reconstruction or delayed–immediate reconstruction over
immediate reconstruction. Patient-driven desire was the primary reason for pursuing
immediate repair when PMRT was planned. In addition, SO weighted “the opinion of the
SO performing mastectomy” more than PRS colleagues as a primary reason for choosing
immediate reconstruction. This suggests that SO may be less likely to be influenced by the
opinion of PRS than the converse regarding the timing of immediate reconstruction with
planned PMRT.
Unlike immediate reconstruction, almost every rationale for delayed breast reconstruction
differed between PRS versus SO (p < 0.01). Only “patient-driven desire to have delayed
reconstruction” was similar (p = 0.86).
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For delayed–immediate reconstruction, SO more often favored opinions of SO or PRS as a
motivating factor (p < 0.01 for both). However, PRS predominantly cited aesthetic outcome
as the most important reason for pursuing delayed–immediate reconstruction (p < 0.05).
Compared with SO, it is possible that PRS may be more familiar with managing the
complications and poorer outcomes often associated with radiation and breast
reconstruction. In addition, it is clear that SO have a stronger preference for tissue
expansion/implants than PRS in the setting of immediate breast reconstruction and PMRT.
In the context of immediate breast reconstruction and PMRT, SO prefer tissue expansion
and implant reconstruction, whereas PRS prefer autologous tissue reconstruction. This
difference in preference may also be due to PRS familiarity with the much greater risk of
complications and unplanned surgery when PMRT is introduced into an implant-based
reconstruction.29
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Regarding delayed–immediate reconstruction, most PRS endorsed complete expansion
before radiotherapy, whereas most SO favored partial expansion followed by radiation and
then followed by complete expansion (p < 0.05 for both). The preference by SO may reflect
a belief that the deflation of the expander may allow for more optimal administration of
radiation therapy. Conversely, PRS may be more concerned by possible soft-tissue
contraction that often occurs following PMRT and which can limit later expansion.
Our study was limited by a <100% questionnaire completion rate; a small percentage of
respondents skipped some questions or selected “other.” Furthermore, our questionnaire did
not ask the respondents to further clarify what percentage of the breast reconstructions
performed in their respective practice settings required PMRT. We did not ask for patient
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data to validate surgeon preferences, so responses reflected clinician’s self-perception rather
than actual history of surgical procedures. Finally, our simple survey assessed preferences,
and it did not elaborate on more nuanced decision making made by clinicians, patients, and
their families.

Conclusion
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The results of this survey provide insight into the preferences of PRS and SO regarding the
timing of the reconstruction following PMRT. Although there is some concordance between
the two groups, our data suggest that the timing of the reconstruction is driven primarily by
patient preference and PRS concern for optimal aesthetic outcome. Nevertheless, these
discrepancies, the growing complexity of treatment, and the ever-evolving dynamic of
interdisciplinary care emphasize the need for further dialog between surgical and oncologic
colleagues to maximize outcomes for breast cancer patients.
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Figure 1.

Physician practice setting.
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Figure 2.

Patient insurance payors.
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Figure 3.
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Type of breast reconstruction offered to patients. a: Preferred type of immediate
reconstruction with PMRT. b: Portion of reconstructions that are immediate versus delayed.
c: Preference toward timing of reconstruction involving PMRT. d: Primary reasons for
immediate reconstruction in patients with planned PMRT.
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Figure 4.

Primary reason for delayed reconstruction in patients who will require PMRT.
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Figure 5.

Payor mix and reconstructions performed.
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